
CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

4.1 Analysis

This chapter discusses the five main parts of the Medical Devices project 
in detail:

1. The part of hearbeat detection.

2. The part of body temperature detection.

3. The part of wireless connection and data transfer to the server.

4. The part of GSM Shield SMS notification.

4.1.1. The part of hearbeat detection. 
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Illustration 4.1: Circuit of MAX30100
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To provide utility voltages for the sensor to work properly, the 3.3V

and GND pins are connected to arduino board. On SDA and SCL are

connected at 5V which is given 10K resistor. SDA and SCL are connected

at 5V because of I2C communication requirement between sensor and

arduino. I2C itself is a synchronous serial communication protocol with

two cable that is SDA (Serial Data) and SCL (Serial Clock). SDA is serial

data, while SCL is synchronous clock path. Resistors are also required to

inhibit voltages in SDAand SCL to rise and fall because the output of

digital read out ouput can not be separated from HIGH and LOW.

4.1.2. The part of body temperature detection

Illustration 4.2: Circuit of MLX90614
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To provide utility voltages for the sensor to work properly, 5V and

GND pins connect directly to the arduino board. In SDA and SCL required

MLX90614 because it has I2C communication. I2C itself is a synchronous

serial communication protocol with two cable that is SDA (Serial Data)

and SCL (Serial Clock). SDA is serial data, while SCL is synchronous

clock path.

4.1.3. The part of wireless connection and data transfer to the 
server

To provide an electrical voltage for the sensor to work properly, the

3.3V pin connected to arduino and then reconnected to the VCC and

CH_PD modules ESP8266 connected using jumper and GND connected

Illustration 4.3: Circuit of ESP8266
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directly to the Arduino board. The reason VCC, CH_PD and 3.3V must be

connected   to   arduino   because   wifi   module   ESP8266   must   use   3.3V

voltage,   while   in   arduino   uno   only   has   port   for   3.3V.  The   difference

between   RX   and   TX   is   that   RX   (Receiver)   is   connected   to   TX

(Transceiver) on its own TX pin to transmit data to its own Arduino in

order to perform a serial reading called Serial.read. Then, for TX itself

connected with RX on arduino to receive data from arduino so it can

display data on serial monior called Serial.print. Here, ESP8266 is used to

connect arduino with internet so that it can send data. The purpose of data

sent to the server Thingspeak.com, after that data can be stored in server

Thingspeak.com. Data stored on the web server on this project is data

sensor   data   heart   rate   MAX30100   and   body   temperature   sensor   data

MLX90614.
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4.1.4. The part of GSM Shield SMS notification

To provide utility voltages for the sensor to work properly, 5V pins

connected to VCC and GND connect directly to the Arduino MEGA 2560

board. On the GSM shield the SIM900 series also requires RX and TX.

The difference between RX and TX is the RX (Receiver) connected to TX

(Transceiver) on its own TX pin to transmit data to its own Arduino in 

order to perform a serial reading called Serial.read. Then, for TX

itself connected with RX on arduino to receive data from arduino so it can

Illustration 4.4: Circuit of SIM900A
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display   data   on   serial   monior   called   Serial.print.   In   this   project,   the

SIM900A GSM series shield is used to send SMS to the doctor's mobile

phone when the patient's health pulsates and the body temperature exceeds

the normal limit by retrieving data from the hosting server.

4.2 Flowchart system:

In Medical Devices project using IoT System has 3 processes, namely:

1. Send data to hosting server

2. Send data to thingspeak server

3. Send SMS to doctor’s handphone

Illustration 4.5: Medical Devices System
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For more details, these 3 processes are concerned about sending data to the

hosting server, sending data to the thingspeak server and sending the SMS to the

doctor's mobile phone.

4.2.1. Send data to hosting server

First done when the arduino in the position of the wifi module

ESP8266 which is connected to the Internet network in order to connect

and   perform   data   transmission   on   the   server   hosting.  After   that,   the

heartbeat  sensor and  body temperature  sensor  will  work to  detect  the

heartbeat   and   body   temperature   of   the   patient.  After   performing   the

detection of the patient through the sensor, the data is sent via ESP8266 to

the hosting server.

Illustration 4.6: Send data to hosting server
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4.2.2. Send data to thingspeak server

First done when arduino in the lighted position of wifi module

ESP8266 connected to the internet network in order to connect and data

transmission on server thingspeak.com. After that, the heartbeat sensor and

body   temperature   sensor   will   work   to   detect   the   heartbeat   and   body

temperature of the patient. After detecting the patient through the sensor,

data is sent via ESP8266 to the thingspeak.com server.

Illustration 4.7: Send data to thingspeak server
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4.2.3. Send SMS to doctor’s in charge handphone

After obtaining and storing data transmitted from ESP8266 through

detection of heartbeat sensors and body temperature sensors, the data will

be sent to the arduino which has GSM Shield SIM900 series installed and

checks if the body temperature is>= 39 or body temperature <= 34, heart

rate>= 100 or heart rate <=60 , then SIM900 will work for sending SMS to

doctor's in charge mobile phone.

Illustration 4.8: Send SMS to doctor's in charge handphone
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4.3 Testing
In this Medical IoT Project there are 3 parts test, namely:

1. Functional testing

2. Performance testing

3. perceptional testing

4.3.1. Functional testing

1.   Body   temperature   sensor   MLX90614   will   test   on   10

respondents. Testing the readings on this sensor is done with a different 

distance that is with a distance of 0.5 cm, 1 cm and 1.5 cm. How to

use this  MLX90614 sensor by emitting infrared to respondent’s palm.

Here also test the body temperature by using a thermometer to know the

difference of results.

2.   MAX30100   heartbeat   detector   sensor   will   be   test   on   10  

respondents. Sensor reading test is done attaching MAX30100 to

the respondent’s finger.

3.   Module   wifi   series   ESP8266   will   test   delivery   data   for

thingspeak server and hosting server using wireless connection.

4. GSM Shield Module series SIM900A will perform sms delivery

test to different destination provider and sms will delivery if temperature

of patient is more or less than normal limit.

5. Server part test by login testing for doctors and admin whether

without login can open another system or not. Testing of input and show

data about patient, doctor, person in charge, handling patient. In the patient

data is also conducted sound alarm testing if the patient’s condition is

more or less than normal limit based on heartbeat and body temperature.
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4.3.2. Performance Testing

In this section of testing discussed the time of sending 10 data, 100

data,   1000   data   at   once,   then   do   the   testing   time   of   acceptance   and

reception   of   data   and   how   much   the   incoming   data   is   on   the   server

thingspeak and server hosting. 

4.3.3. Perceptional Testing

Here   discuss   about   10   respondents   answer   to   testing   the   body

temperature   sensor   series   MLX90614   and   heart   rate   sensor   series

MAX30100 which will be done by giving a questionnaire.
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